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PHOTO STAR

Bangladesh Paribesh Andolan took out a procession in the city yesterday to
create public awareness about air pollution and growing civic hazards.

Unite to rid city
ofpollution
STAFF CORRESPONDENT

Civil society leaders yesterday called
upon people to unite to rid the city of
all types of pollution and build a
movement to ensure a better living
for the future generation.

The leaders were addressing a
c i t i zen ' s rally organised by
Bangladesh Poribesh Andolon in
front of the National Museum in the
city. The rally was organised to
create public awareness about air
pollution and growing civic hazards.

Eminent educationist Prof.
Muzaffor Ahmed in his speech
underscored the need for a social
movement to eliminate all sorts of
pollution and said, "People from all
walks of life should come forward to
build up a movement against all
kind of social atrocity side by side
strengthening the efforts by the
government and social organisa-
tions."

Noted educationist and littera-
teur Professor Abdullah Abu Sayeed

urged the city dwellers to make
united effort to get rid of all sorts of
pollution and said the movement to
drive away pollution from the coun-
try would continue until the prob-
lem has been resolved.

Prof. Sayeed expressed grave
concern over the deteriorating air
quality in the capital and said "we
the city dwellers are inhaling the
most polluted air in the world."

Emission of black smoke from
two stroke auto-rickshaws, tempos,
old vehicles, mills and factories and
traffic jam has created a suffocating
environment, he said.

Economist Dr. Atiur Rahman in
his speech said people should be
aware of not only air pollution but
also of the deterioration of social
norms and values.

He expressed concern over the
degradation of social values and
said we would not be able to prevent
the erosion of different social values
if steps are not taken immediately.

SEE PAGE 11 COL 4

Unite to rid city
FROM PAGE 12
Novelist Imdadul Huq Miion and
Country Director of Hunger Project
Badiul Alam among others spoke on
the occasion.

A cross section of people includ-
ing members of civil society, stu-
dents and cultural activists attended
the rally carrying placards with calls
forpjwffon mental awareness.

^Xcssoc'at'on ^or Environment
a n d H u m a n R u s o u r c e s
Development (AI'EHKO) staged a
drama at the venue, Later, a proces-
sion was brought out.
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Call to free city from
air pollution

by Staff Reporter
Around three thousand people

from different parts of the city
pledged to set forth a movement
to free the city from air pollution
at a rally in front of the national
museum yesterday.

The Movement for Preventing
Air Pollution (MPAP), a forum of
Bangladesh Poribesh Andolon
(BAPA) organised the rally. Differ-
ent organisations and a number of
conscious citizens took part in the
gathering.

The meeting presided over by
the convenc-r of the MPAP Prof
Abdullah Abu Sayeed was ad-
dressed, among others, by the
BAPA general secretary Abu Naser
Khan, novelist Imdadul Haque Mi-
Ion, economist Dr Atiur Rahman,
country director of the Hunger
Project Dr Badiaul Alam Majumdar
and Prof Muzaffer Ahmed.

Prof Sayeed, recalling the green
and fresh environment of the city
in the olden years said that those
days should be brought back to
save the next generation from the
severe effect of air pollution.

He hoped that the united
movement of people would be
able to develop a city free from
air pollution very soon.

The rally was followed by a
street drama "Dharitri Biplob" by
Artha Theatre and a musical pres-
entation by 'Nibedon' , a group of
singers.

The participants brought out a
procession after the rally. It
marched the area between the na-
tional museum and the Doel Chat-
tar with banners, festoons and
placards pointing to the bad ef-
fects of air pollution.

BAPA organised a rally with a pledge to free the city from air
pollution in the city yesterday.
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